
Possible ways forward

based on the results of

the Component 1

research

Future of the IFPP

Meeting goals

1. Process of the

Review of the IFPP

(comp 1)

2. Possible digital

solutions for the

presentation of

the IFPP

3. Discussion on the

Future of the IFPP

Agenda

Current digital

solution is

outdated - new

ways needed

C1 very thorough -

shows lack of

clarity, repetitions,

problems w

translations

Need to be

realistic in

relation to

resources

Each

definition is

the result of

years of

discussions

Any changes

need the

consensus of

the

subcommittees

Unclarity/

overlaps - are

these major

problems to

users?

Component 1

brings too

many

complex

issues

major need now

is strengthen

standard setting

process 

doubts if it is

wise to do a

full revision of

the framework

PAS -

update of

the 3000

serier

Concern:

changes in the

substance -

need to involve

subcoms 

Combined

audit - SAIs

don´t have

problems

requires the

commitment of

all

subcommittees

not clear if the

implementer see

the model we

have now is a

problem

Caution with

digitalization - no

software

avaialble

>learning

process

Working

together -

document

>good

development

Project

differ in

complexity

Digital

solution may

solve current

problems

the report for

C1 is a good

basis for

moving

forward

risk of the revision

will bring

unintended

changes in the

substance of the

standards

the focus on

combined audits

does not help

the clarity of the

framework

standards are to

form practices and

not to be tailored

to an existing

practice

we are on

an intense

learning

period

C1 input  > new

SDP projects need

to respect: simple,

principles-based

is very much

probable that

the wiki will

solve

problems

there is no

software that will

lead an

organization in

the wright

direction

digitalization

will also

expose

weaknesses

we have

repetition, overlap

and inconsistency

will be avoided if

everyone works

together 

we learned from

the paper good

cooperation and

working together

project proposals

sometimes will be

doable,

sometimes not

C1 states that

the

standards

work for the

users

Need to

highlight the

differences in

the audit

types

Digitalisation will

also expose

current problems

- like repetition

Clarification:

C1 is a

diagnosis -

not a plan!

Very complex

endeavour -

need

prioritarization

Significant

repetition exists:

new SDP project

need to address

this

Intense learning

needed! - Agile

approach

needed

Diffrentece

ISSAI/ISA - clear

that INTOSAI no

responsible for

ISAs

Merge 400

and 4000

any change is

a challenge

for the SAIs

Expand ISSAI

100 -

assurance

engagement

the

framework is

very well

accepted

Need to

cover

uncovered

areas in the

IFPP

changing

structures

too fast is a

risk

differentiate the

non technical

from the

technical work

we have ahead

C1 eye-

opener

Healthy and

needed

exercise

ensure that

the platform

supports

different

language

Resource

management

an issue

Role of FIPP

- is a young

body

not easy - but

need to start

with feasible

steps

be ambitious

and think big is

the only way to

move forward

Start with

stages

we use a various

terminology

when it comes to

ISSAI

implementation

Risks

change the

framework

needs the

underlying

organization

No problem with

combined audit -

emphasize

similar topics

ISSAI

implementation

is an issue and

we have a lack

of clarity

80% thinks that

the framework is

ok to combined

audit: no focus on

20%

Combined

audit

Maybe no need to

focus on the 20%

that need

guidance on

combined audit

Careful with the 

differences when

concepts are

similar but

different

Donors

Current IFPP

reflects the

organization -

years of work

Any changes

need to include /

reflect the

underlying

organisation

ISSAI

Compliance

Lots of

problems

and

confusion

Credibility

of INTOSAI

if this committee

does not do the

changes no one

will

Drafting

convetions help

understand the

purpose of the

documents

Role of the

PSC SC -

steer the

standard

setting

Need clarity

first >then

highlight

differences

PSC SC role:

making the

IFPP better for

the users

We need a

common

purpose

Everyone

needs to be

onboard and

included

Need to

done in

stages

Combined audit

- created by the

way of

presenting the

IFPP

PSC SC to

look at

drafting

convetions?

The way

audits are

done does not

change

Clarification

from the PSC

consider do

it in stages

not everything

will be possible in

the near future

but give us a

vision

be aware that

this process

can be lost in

translations

Translations

issues

Ambition is

needed

things can go

wrong, but the

only way to

know is to do it

Prioritise -

not to be

too

ambitious

digitalization

and

clarification:

what to do

first

type of

engagement is

different from

subject matter

we are raising

expectations

with the

donors

donor fund

should not be

delivered just

in country level

Notes of the main points of the discussion
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Here's an easy way to keep your

meetings organized, productive, and

well-documented. Use it on your own or

invite your team.

Keep your meeting efficient with the timer. Export the mural as an image or PDF.

Share with team members who

might find it helpful.
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Meaningful Online

Meetings
Back to All Posts Meetings are

evolving. Remote and flexible

work are growing global

movements, which means online

meetings are a necessary part

of our work. However, we prefer

face-to-face meetings to build

trust and align teams. When I

attended and spoke at the 2020

Control the Room Summit to a

Mural
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